GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS:

RATING: 2.5A / 250V AC
CABLE TYPE / SIZE: HO3VVH2-F, 2 x 0.75 mm², 2 CONDUCTOR
TEMPERATURE RATING: 70°C
CABLE JACKET COLOR: BLACK
CONDUCTORS COLOR: BLUE/BRN
OVERALL LENGTH (L): 2000 ± 50 mm
CABLE OUTER DIAMETER: 3.5 x 5.7 ± 0.15 mm
END ‘A’: BS1363 (FUSE 3A)
END ‘B’: IEC320 / C7
APPROVALS PLUG: BSI or ASTA or NEMKO; HK SAFETY MARK
APPROVALS CABLE: BSI or ASTA or NEMKO
APPROVALS CONNECTOR: VDE, ENEC

NOTES:

1. CORD AND PLUG MUST BE MARKED WITH APPROVAL SYMBOLS AND / OR FILE NUMBERS.